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Subject: End state of Emergency
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Dear Comitee Secretary,
My name is Elizabeth Klein, of 

I am writing to express my request to NOT EXTEND the Qld state of Emergency. Due to
the mandates, I am currently an unemployable registered nurse & midwife. I have worked
in my profession for over 20 years, and because I won't take part in an experimental
injection I am no longer fit for duty, despite my many years of study & service!! I am
actually very thankful I haven't taken part at all in this horrible experience for my fellow
Australians. As a majority of injections given have not been given with actual consent.
Cohesion and threatening loss of job has been a major part of people actually taking part in
the world wide experiment and it needs to end. 

This vaccine has caused so much undue distress & anxiety for people. People who can't
visit their parents/family at nursing homes, business owners who can't open & service their
customers no matter their vaccination status. Every customer is vital to a small business,
let alone allowing working adults to chose if something is right for their body or not. This
has gone too far! It is common knowledge that the vaccine does not stop anyone catching
or spreading covid. So it makes absolutely no sense to continue the mandates. Let families
reunite, let unvaccinated staff go back to their jobs, as they are no greater risk than
vaccinated staff. 

Australians have had enough!! 2 years in a state of emergency is way too long!! This has
got to end!!! Give us our lives & freedom back. 

Kind regards
Elizabeth Klein. 
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